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I

nteresting how a few years makes for big changes.
Walter and I were talking the other night about
attending the Valentine’s get-together at church again
this year. While he can still cut quite a figure on the
dance floor, I have
noticed a lessening of
my fancy foot work. The Guess we’ll be one of
joints aren’t quite what those couples only
they used to be any
getting up for the slow
more. Guess we’ll be
tunes.
one of those couples
only getting up for the
slow tunes.
Thankfully, my finger joints aren’t so much of a
problem and I can still use both a straight key and a bug.
For sure, there’s a little arthritis in the joints, and if I
think about it, they always have a background ache, but
not enough to slow down my sending. Unlike a lot of my
friends who are my age, I don’t take a lot of meds. Some
of them have a whole line-up of pill containers on their
kitchen counter or cupboard shelf. Some of them even
have their pills in blister packaging done for an entire
month. Makes it easier if they have trouble
remembering if they’ve taken them that day or not.
While my joints may not be what they used to be, my
memory is still quite good. My car keys, my cell phone,
and my reading glasses
tend to disappear now
and then but my doc tells My car keys, my cell
me that is normal as you
phone, and my
age. I’m still fine with
reading glasses tend
family and friends’
to disappear now and
birthdays and
then but my doc tells
anniversaries. On the
other hand, Walter is
me that is normal as
terrible with stuff like
you age.
that. Although he does
know when it is my birthday and our anniversary so
perhaps it is just a guy thing.
The folks over at the Seniors retirement home are
having a Valentine’s shindig this month. Seems that
Walter and Wendy are to be the guests of honor. They
are each allowed to bring a partner so Wendy’s beau
and I get to tag along. It will be on a different night than
the one at the chapel - so we won’t have to choose
between them.

Walter and his group have finalized the QRP
transceiver design they’ve been working on for the past
couple of years. They thought they had it completed late
last fall but the manufacturer of the microprocessor
they were using discontinued the chip, so they were
forced to redesign for a new one. Then it took another
couple of months to do the layout and debugging of the
new circuit board. With that now behind them, they are
looking for a company to produce and sell it. So far,
three companies - one in the US and two overseas have expressed an interest in providing those services.
That’s it for this month. I hope you all have a nice
Valentine’s Day with your sweetheart. Don’t forget the
chocolate.
AR
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needed more power! QRPp just wasn’t cutting it any
more. It came to a head on Christmas Day when the
family came for turkey dinner. Several of the older
grand kids had gotten new iPhones. The only place they
could connect to the WiFi was in the north east corner
of the house (the cable wireless router was directly
below in the basement). For some reason, the wireless
access point (AP) on the main floor on the south
western side had quit working. I hadn’t noticed it before
as I had my laptop hard cabled to the basement router
from that same corner.
The next day I reloaded the settings into the AP and
got it back up and running, but signal was still very low
in the far rooms on the main floor. I looked around
several sites for WiFi access points and range extenders
and settled on two suppliers. The
device I ended up choosing out of the
multitudes available was the NETGEAR
AC1200 (Model EX6200). Amazon.ca
had the best price but were out of
stock. BestBuy.ca were slightly higher
by $4 but had them on the shelf. So, on
the Monday following, I visited my local
BestBuy store and picked up the last
one they had.
The AC1200 boasts a whopping big
NETGEAR AC1200
700 mW (that is 0.700 watts for those
Dual Band
of you who are decimal point
Range Extender
challenged). It is interesting that its
advertising mentions the power output, something
most others do not.
The installation instructions say to bring the AC1200
near to the ISP’s wireless router. Then you need to press

the connect button on the router and within two
minutes press the corresponding button on the NetGear
range extender. Good thing for me they have an
alternate method of setting up. This first way didn’t
work (and never seems to work with whatever I try to
connect this way) so I went to plan B, which was to
connect by wireless from the laptop and set it up
manually. Success! In under a half hour of opening the
box I had it up and running.
You can download an app from NetGear (available for
both ANDROID and APPLE operating systems) to show
signal strength in various locations, or you can
download a free version of InSSIDer, the one that I use
most often. This will show you all of the signals around
with their relative signal strengths. You will also be able
to see if your neighbors have open or secure wireless
networks. These days, most networks are locked down
at some level, whereas only a few years ago most would
have been open.
The results of the installation? According to my testing
with InSSIDer, coverage is now solid over the main floor
of the house. The real proof will be when the grand
children come back again with their iPhones!
MARA NE FIELD DAY QUESTION
During the November 14th (2015) Skype meeting,
Chuck, WD4HXG, asked why MARA NE couldn’t have a
Field Day operation. Is there any interest in forming a
Field Day group? Either a single group or a scattered
group of some sort? If you are interested, contact Chuck
at <wcmoore@verizon.net>.
CONNECTORS - N versus UHF
For years now, the argument has raged in print and
on-line about the merits of using type N connectors
instead of the less expensive UHF series of
RF connectors (PL-259/SO-239). Purists
have insisted that for any frequency above
50 MHz one must use the N series,
turning up their noses at the “much
higher loss” series.
Over the years, in commercial settings,
I’ve used both types. The dividing line
seemed to fall in the 200 MHz area. Below
those frequencies, it was deemed
acceptable to use UHF style for fixed and A female UHF
mobile. Above that frequency, up into the SERIES on the
and a fe470 MHz area, mobiles were would likely top
male N SERIES
on the bottom.
be UHF but base stations and repeaters
would definitely be equipped with type N.
…continued on page 4

Minutes of the
Meeting of the
Executive and
Directors
A meeting of the Executive and the Directors of the
Mercury Amateur Radio Association - North America
North East was held via SKYPE on the 9th of
January 2016.

This meeting was held to discuss an annual meeting time
and place for 2016.
In attendance
Charles Bruington, WB4FLM, Board Member
Bob Anderson, N3TS, Past President
Norm Eby, K4EBY, Mara member
David Marling, VE1VQ, Secretary
Chuck Moore, WD4HXG, Board Member
Bruce Wortmann, N3IA, President
The meeting was opened at approximately 8am by Bruce,
N3IA.
Skirt

Portions of the minutes from the previous November
14th meeting applicable to the annual meeting were read
by Dave, VE1VQ.
It had originally been thought to hold our meeting during
the time of the open house of the Philadelphia Temple.
With the date of that event now tentatively scheduled for
late in 2016 that will not be possible.
Motion to approve the minutes was made by Bruce,
N3IA and seconded by Charlie, WB4FLM.
Motion carried by voice vote of those present.
Business arising from the minutes
Discussion followed about possible sites for a face-toface meeting later this year.
Locations mentioned and talked about were:
1. Franklin Institute
2. Battleship New Jersey
3. Steven F. Udvar-Hazy Center
4. Dayton Hamvention
Bruce to gather more information on holding the annual
meeting at the Franklin Institute and the Battleship New

Jersey, along with transportation and places to stay.
Chuck to do the same with the Udvar-Hazy Center.
There will be another Skype meeting of this group on
February 6th at 8:30am following the MARA NE SSB
net.

MANAGER, the interface box from adapter to the fire
alarm panel company installed easily (it actually was
Plug-N-Play!) and I could connect to the fire alarm
panel.
If you are looking to add an RS232 serial port to your
new computer, give the StarTech ICUSB2321F a try.
Worked for me!

A final decision of the time and location will be made on
or before March 26th.

VE3ERP’S HAMCALC

The proposed meeting date will be the 21st of May.

Motion to close the meeting by Bruce and seconded by
Charlie. The meeting ended at 8:50am.

AR

Tech and Other Stuff …continued from page 3

As a tech, you assumed that some engineer higher up
the pay chain knew what they were doing by specifying
the connector to use.
Turns out everyone was mistaken. I recently read an
article by IC2UUF who used a Rohde & Schwarz signal
generator with a Hewlett Packard spectrum analyzer to
measure the loss of a male/female type N pair. With
that same cable setup, he measured the loss of a
male/female UHF pair. The frequency was set at 431.0
MHz for both.
The loss was 0.22 db in the cables and connectors
using type N. With the UHF connectors and cables, the
loss was… 0.22 db!
What! That can’t be right! After all, everyone “knows”
that type N connectors have lower loss in the UHF
frequency range. Why - because we have been told so.
Perhaps it’s time to re-think what you’ve been told.
USB TO RS232 SERIAL PORT
I finally had the time to in mid January to install the
USB to RS232 serial port adapter made by StarTech on
my HP laptop now running Windows 10. Previously, I
had tried two different port adapters built around the
Prolific chipset without success. That was back when I
was running Windows 8.1. The
StarTech uses the FTDI chipset.
The instructions included with the
device did not cover installing it
with Windows 10 so I downloaded
the most recent driver and unziped the files as per the web site STARTECH USB TO SERIAL
RS232 Adapter
directions. That took some time
as the instructions were not
completely clear (at least to me). I made sure that I
installed everything as “administrator”. Once I worked
through that, and could see the adapter in DEVICE

Hamcalc, by George Murphy, VE3ERP, has been
around since 1993 when he first started to give it away
for free. The days are long gone when he would send it
out in the mail on a CD. Now you can download it (still
for free) from CQ Magazine’s web site. It is now up to
version 129.
Just about any formula you need to calculate common
(and some not so common) things related to ham radio
is in there. It certainly is an ongoing labor of love.
George’s e-mail address is ve3erp@rac.ca
If you download HAMCALC and find it useful, drop him
an e-mail to say thanks.
ANOTHER WEB SITE FOR CW PRACTICE
An interesting web site for CW practice is
http://aa9pw.com/morsecode/. Nothing to download
and enough options to suit most folks. It lets you copy a
few or all characters, punctuation, characters and
punctuation, stuff from news feeds, or a simulated QSO,
and shows the text before or after it is sent.

AR
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n 2014, I asked for stories about disappointing ham
equipment that people had purchased. While cleaning
out some older e-mail recently, I came across these
forgotten two. My apologies, gentlemen, for not using
these sooner.

GAP ANTENNA
The most disappointed I have ever been with a
ham radio purchase was with a GAP Titan DX
vertical antenna. I bought it after the 1998 ice
storm which took down my 10-meter Ringo and
my horizontal loop antenna and most of its
supports. I bought the optional guy clamp and
guyed it, despite the manufacturer's claim that it
didn't need it. For some time it worked well, and I
was very happy with it, despite the fact that I was

only able to get on the air very sporadically. While
it was guyed, it survived several wind events with
no damage.
After a while, I started having issues with the trees
to which I had guyed it, so I took the guys off,
relying on the above-mentioned claim that they
weren't needed. Within a year, the antenna
sustained major damage from one wind event and
was essentially destroyed in a second wind event,
both of which it would have survived, in my
opinion, had I kept it guyed.

“Most women don’t want anybody to
know their real age. But, heaven help
the husband who forgets a birthday!”

from a husband

I don't have the time to try to repair it, and in my
opinion it isn't repairable anyway. I now have a
$369 pile of useless wire and broken plastic and
aluminum tubing and rods, and no usable HF
antenna.

who, for his own safety,
wishes to remain
anonymous

My 70-foot long dipole fed with window line is too
close to the shack to allow compliance with the
FCC's RF exposure rules unless I run QRP, and I get
RFI in stuff all over the house whenever I transmit.
(It has a broken feed line at the moment anyway,
so the point is moot.) By the way, that's why I
haven't been on the MARA net in a long time, and
am no longer an active member of ARES/RACES.
That latter bit is particularly galling, as I have
been an active ARES member for most of the past
45 years.
Ted
N4TW

ALPHA-DELTA DIPOLE
I bought an Alpha-Delta fan dipole when first
licensed. I set it up on field day at the top of a
prominent hill and got nothing! We put an
antenna analyzer on it and obtained near perfect
readings.
Puzzled, I tried it again at home, and made my
first HF contact - to Illinois.
When I later measured the antenna with my Fluke
DMM, I found a dead short! The static arrester
had shorted - probably upon my first tuning
attempt - it can't stand a high voltage. I cut it out,
and have made intercontinental contacts with the
antenna since. I still marvel how I was able to
make an HF contact with a shortened antenna my IDG tuner tuned right into it!
Michael
KB3WKV
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e were fortunate this big January snow
storm! You folks to the south of us got hit in a
major way. Where you woke up to several
feet of the white stuff, I looked out early that morning at an inch of new snow.
As long as I don’t have to go anywhere, I like a good
snow storm as much as any kid. If I can stay home and
be warm and dry, I’m ok with the snow piling up around
and on top of the vehicle. Come February though, I’ve
had enough of snow and ice. I just want it gone.
If I had my druthers, I’d like to live some place with
seventy-two degree temperatures year around. With
snow and ice something I would only see on a computer
or a TV screen. Good antenna experimenting weather all
of the time.
Not likely to happen in this life!
Until that comes to pass, I’ll have to be content with
our summer - as short as it might be. Looking forward
to it.
Until next month,
VE1VQ

